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*Correspondence: shakhnovich@chemistry.harvard.eduIn molecular biophysics, the view that properties of proteins
can be determined from first principles of physics and chem-
istry is almost a canon law. Advances inmolecular dynamics,
protein folding, ab initio structure prediction, and design of
novel protein folds and function all support this view.
Notwithstanding these developments, to what extent can
physics and chemistry account for the diversity of biophys-
ical and biochemical properties of proteins in nature?
From comparative genomics, one emerging constraint in
the evolution of the coding regions of the genome is global
selection against the cytotoxic effects of protein misfolding
(1). Misfolded proteins are detrimental to the cell because
they can form aggregates that can be toxic (2). The apparent
universality of this constraint is manifested in the consistent
observation that highly expressed proteins evolvemore slowly
across all forms of life—from bacteria to nematodes,
mammals, and humans (1). Apart from explaining the
universal correlation between abundance and the rate of evolu-
tion, a major prediction of the misfolding hypothesis is that
more abundant proteins will evolve toward greater stability
(1,3,4).One can show that this prediction arises from the inter-
play of population dynamics and protein biophysics.
Assuming monoclonality, the rate of protein evolution
(ratio of nonsynonymous and synonymous substitutions)
can be expressed as (5,6)
uðsÞ ¼ Ne 1 expð2sÞ
1 expð2NesÞ (1)
where Ne is the effective population size and s is the changeEditor: Bertrand Garcia-Moreno.
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In a recent work (4), we showed that under the selection
against protein misfolding, and assuming a two-state folding
process, s is explicitly expressed as
s ¼ cA

1
1þ expð  bðDGþ DDGÞÞ
 1
1þ expðbDGÞ

(2)where A is the cellular abundance of a protein, DG is the
folding stability, c is the fitness cost per misfolded protein
(measured in yeast to be ~32/(total cellular protein concen-
tration (7)), and b¼ 1/kBT. From Eq. 2, the rate is a function
of premutation gene properties (abundance and DG) and the
change in stability due to the arising mutation (DDG).
Integrating over all possible mutational effects p(DDG),
the molecular clock surface is
ZþN
N
pðDDGÞuðsÞdðDDGÞ (3)
The distribution p(DDG) is approximately a Gaussian with
mean DDGmean (1 kcal/mol) and standard deviation DDGsd
(1.7 kcal/mol). Estimates for both parameters are derived
from empirical measurements of folding stability changes
due to single point mutations (ProTherm database (8)).
This integral (Eq. 3) defines the molecular clock surface
shown in Fig. 1. Because fixation of a mutation changes
DG, the evolution of a gene is essentially a walk on the
molecular clock surface, and this walk is slowest in the
neighborhood of the gully (Fig. 1, red line). Consequently,
on evolutionary timescales, genes tend to cluster in the gully
of the surface under mutation-selection balance (4). Indeed,
evolutionary simulations from various groups have pre-
dicted this correlation between abundance and stability
(1,3,4).
The surface defined by Eq. 3 has a minimum at
A ¼

1
b
DDGsd
DDG2mean

1
ðNe  1Þc
ð1þ ebDGÞ2
ebDG
(4)
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FIGURE 1 Rate of evolution of a protein as a function of its
cellular abundance and folding stability. Rate is defined as dN/
dS (the rate of nonsynymous substitutions per nonsynonymous
sites). The rate is slowest in the gully (red line), which defines
the average relationship among the folding stability, abun-
dance, and population size (see Serohijos et al. (4) and Support-
ing Material).
TABLE 1 Energetic equivalence of constraints imposed by
evolutionary variables
Variablea
Observed/estimated
values in nature
Energetic equivalence
(kcal/mol)
A 10–106 (9) 1 to 8
Ne 10
4–108 (17) 5 to 11
aWe used the scaling in Eq. 6 to assign the relative strength of constraints
imposed by the evolutionary variables on the evolution of folding stability
(DG). Abundance has been measured in yeast. Effective population sizes
have been estimated across all kingdoms of life (104 in mammals and
108 in prokaryotes). The calculation assumes monoclonality (m << 1),
and the effect of the mutation rate m on the scaling remains an open ques-
tion. kBT ¼ 0.593 kcal/mol.
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FIGURE 2 (A–C) Correlation between abundance and struc-
tural properties (hydrogen-bond content and strength of van
der Waals interaction) of protein domains in yeast. (D) Stability
is an extensive property, and thus abundance correlates with
domain length (14). Indicated are the values of the Spearman
rank correlation. See also Table S1.
L02 Biophysical LettersAccording to the ProTherm database (8), most proteins have
stabilities < 3 kcal/mol. In this regime, the above expres-
sion takes a simpler form:
Az

1
b
DDGsd
DDG2mean

1
Nec
ebDG (5)
or
DGz kBT ln Ne  kBT ln A kBT ln c
 kBT ln

1
kBT
DDG2sd
DDGmean

(6)
which defines a peculiar scaling relationship among the
average stability of proteins in a proteome (DG), their
cellular abundance A, and the organism’s effective popula-
tion size Ne. All of the variables on the right-hand side of
Eq. 6 have been measured or estimated empirically, allow-
ing one to assign the relative contribution of population
size and abundance to the evolution of protein folding
stability (Table 1). Indeed, the variation of protein folding
stability in nature could be largely due to protein abundance
and population size (Table 1).
Considering that protein cellular abundances span 10–106
copies per cell (as shown in yeast (9)), with an energetic
equivalence of ~7 kcal/mol in protein stability (Table 1),
we reasoned that abundance should systematically manifest
in the structural properties of proteins across a genome. To
date, the strongest empirical support for the interdependence
of abundance and stability is the observation that highly
abundant, slowly evolving proteins and proteins from ther-
mophilic bacteria share a similar amino acid composition
(10). To demonstrate this prediction more unambiguously,
we extracted all of the yeast proteins from the Protein
Data Bank, partitioned them into domains as defined byBiophysical Journal 104(3) L01–L03SCOP (11), and then mapped their experimentally measured
abundance (9). Also, we excluded domains with gaps in the
structure. This procedure yielded 302 domains on which we
performed a structural analysis (Fig. 2 and Table S1 in the
Supporting Material). Using the modeling tool Eris (12),
we calculated the hydrogen-bonding energy and van der
Waals interaction energy (two major contributors to the
folding free energy) within each domain (13). Residues in
more abundant proteins form more extensive hydrogen
bonds between their side chains and backbones (r ¼
0.29***) and among their side chains (r ¼ 0.30***).
Abundance likewise correlates with increasing van der
Waals interaction (r ¼ 0.30***).
We note, however, that the manisfestation of the scaling
(Eq. 6) is strong on protein structural properties that directly
influence stability (Fig. 2, A–C), but could be less mani-
fested in indirect indictators of stability, such as protein
length (14). For example, in the 302 proteins we analyzed,
Biophysical Letters L03the more-abundant domains were generally longer (r ¼
0.33***). When we expanded the set to include domains
(15) that do not have empirically determined structures
(Fig. S1), we found no correlation between domain length
and abundance, because length is a coarse descriptor of
stablity. The general observation that more abundant genes
tend to be shorter (r ¼ 0.19***) reflects the fact that
they have fewer domains (r ¼ 0.12***; Fig. S1).
As was recently pointed out (16), population size
constrains the cellular distribution of folding stabilities
such that organisms with small effective population sizes
(e.g., endosymbiotic parasites that undergo episodic bottle-
necking) will evolve less thermodynamically stable
proteins, simply because deleterious mutations will fix at
a higher probability in smaller population sizes. On the
contrary, organisms with higher population sizes, which
experience stronger purifying selection, are predicted to
evolve more stable proteins. Additionally, assuming that
all other things are equal, vertebrates (with effective popu-
lation sizes of 104–105 (17)) are predicted by Eq. 6 to evolve
proteins that are on average 6 kcal/mol less stable than
proteins in prokaryotes (whose population sizes are R108
(17); Table 1). Systematically proving this prediction is
the subject of future work. Nonetheless, protein structures
of viruses, which undergo episodic bottlenecking (and
hence have a low effective population size), already show
low van der Waals and hydrogen-bond contact densities
(18).
Stability is the most universal and well understood
biophysical property of proteins, and successes in protein
folding and engineering are testaments to how much we
understand stability from first principles. However, in
nature, protein evolution must reckon with the stochastic
processes of mutation and purifying selection, making the
effective population size a crucial variable (16). Protein
evolution likewise needs to reckon with emerging
constraints in cell biology, such as the selection against
protein misfolding (1,19), where abundance scales with
the selective pressure felt by an evolving gene.SUPPORTING MATERIAL
Supplementary Table S1 and Fig. S1 are available at http://www.biophysj.
org/biophysj/supplemental/S0006-3495(12)05148-X.ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
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